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France at the outset of the 20th century: one of the most
ground-breaking times and places in music history. As
Romanticism gave way to Modernism, three composers
were central to defining the country’s unique musical
direction: Fauré, Debussy and Ravel. In the opening years
of the century the very building blocks of music – melody,
rhythm, harmony – were revolutionised. Composers sought
an ever-widening palette of colours, using instruments in
novel ways and different combinations. Brass instruments
flourished – not just at the back of the orchestra, but more
prominently as solo instruments – thanks largely to a single
institution: the Paris Conservatoire. Led by Fauré from
1905, with Debussy (an alumnus) on the governing council,
the Conservatoire established a whole repertoire of solo
pieces through commissions for the annual concours – solo
instrumental contests. But this focus on the soloist came

perhaps at the expense of chamber music, and so while
the concours gave us solos by some of the 20th century’s
greatest French composers – from Saint-Saëns to Dutilleux
– we are left with no brass chamber repertoire of note.
Once again we find ourselves wondering, what if these
revolutionary composers had written for brass?

Attempting to conjure the full kaleidoscope of colours
possible using seven brass instruments, we have re-
imagined music from the two chamber genres for which
Fauré, Debussy and Ravel are best known: solo piano
works, and French art-song, or mélodie. The common
thread is programmaticism – music that expresses an
extra-musical idea. Song is obviously programmatic
through its text, but mélodie – of which Fauré was a master
– is unique in the way it treats its subject matter: as Pierre
Bernac states, compared with the more explicit emotional

nature of the German Lied, the art of mélodie is ‘an art of
suggestion’. And in this perhaps we can sense the roots of
the movement with which Debussy and Ravel were closely
associated: Impressionism, a specific brand of programme
music, in which the composer aimed to convey not a literal
depiction of a subject, but the atmosphere, moods and
emotions aroused by it; in short, its essence.

We start with the youngest of the three, Maurice Ravel.
Ravel was inextricably linked to the other two: Fauré was
his composition teacher when he was re-admitted to the
Conservatoire in 1897, and was a great supporter of the
progressive young composer, who faced hostility from the
Conservatoire’s reactionary director, Théodore Dubois.
Though Ravel and Debussy are often cast as rivals, they
were friends for many years, and Ravel was a staunch
admirer of the older pioneer: he was a member of a group
of ‘artistic outcasts’ known as Les Apaches (‘The
Hooligans’), who revered Debussy, and he attended the
first 30 performances of Pelléas et Mélisande (despite
Dubois’s prohibition).

Ravel frequently composed pieces for piano and later
orchestrated them, and this is the case for both piano
pieces that we have arranged – the Pavane and Ma Mère
l’Oye (‘Mother Goose’). Although we have worked primarily
from the piano scores, the orchestrations give us very
useful insights – both into the kind of colours, beyond the
piano’s singular reach, that Ravel envisaged, and into the
ways in which the composer himself adapted particularly
pianistic figurations for orchestral instruments.

In the case of Ma Mère l’Oye there are even more
specific indications of the musical effects that Ravel was
trying to achieve, because the work is so overtly pro-
grammatic. These 1910 ‘Five Children’s Pieces’, originally
piano duets, are based on well-known fairy tales; the title
is a homage to Charles Perrault, whose 1697 Tales and
Stories of the Past with Morals (subtitled Tales of Mother
Goose) is often credited with founding the fairy-tale genre.
Several of the movements feature lengthy quotations from
the fairy tales, and the results are like miniature tone
poems – perhaps too literally representational of the
narrative to be described as Impressionist, but never-
theless embracing all of the colour and mood for which that
movement strived. The most exotic is the third movement
(Little Ugly Girl, Empress of the Pagodas), which revels in

musical Chinoiserie – adopting the pentatonic scale,
quartal harmony, and clanging bell-like figures. The uni-
versality of fairy tale is felt in the aphoristic simplicity of the
opening movement, The Pavane of the Sleeping Beauty,
tinged with sadness. The meandering and metrically-
shifting accompaniment of Tom Thumb conjures the
aimless wandering of the lost children. Beauty and the
Beast contrasts Beauty’s graceful waltz with the Beast’s
cumbersome outbursts (played here by the tuba), before
his theme is transformed and the two unite in amorous
counterpoint. Only the final movement, The Fairy Garden,
has no explicit programme. It progresses from an almost
religious solemnity to an exultant blaze, and when Ravel
expanded the suite into a ballet in 1911 the movement
accompanied Sleeping Beauty’s awakening and reunion
with her Prince.

Pavane pour une infante défunte (‘Pavane for a dead
princess’) was written while Ravel was still a student of
Fauré’s in 1899, and was one of the pieces that really
established his reputation, especially in its 1910 orch-
estrated version. This slow and stately dance has provoked
much speculation about its programme. It sounds like a
procession of farewell to the dead – with its grief-laden
opening melody alternating with eruptions of uncontrollable
anguish. But when pressed about the identity of the dead
princess, Ravel replied, ‘I simply like the sound of those
words’. Ravel was born in the Basque country, and
maintained an affinity with Spanish culture. Certainly, there
is a strong sense of nostalgia in this timeless evocation of
‘a pavane which a young princess might have danced in
bygone days at the court of Spain’.

Astonishingly, the Trois Chansons were the only piece
of a cappella choral music that Ravel ever published. He
wrote them whilst waiting to be enlisted in the army in
1914–15, and later transcribed them for solo voice and
piano (the version we have used). Set to the composer’s
own texts, these are not really mélodies, but are written in
the folk style of the chanson. Nevertheless, they contain a
wealth of imaginative expression. The cheerful strophic
verses of Nicolette use the same material to paint com-
pletely distinct pictures, as she flees from a wolf, dreamily
falls for a handsome page, but then settles for a grotesque
(but rich) old man. Trois Beaux Oiseaux du paradis (‘Three
beautiful birds of paradise’) provides a sombre contrast:

Maurice RAVEL (1875–1937)
Ma Mère l’Oye (arr. Matthew Knight) 14:38

1 I. Pavane de la Belle au bois dormant 1:35
2 II. Le Petit Poucet 3:00
3 III. Laideronnette, impératrice des pagodes  3:11
4 IV. Les Entretiens de la Belle et de la Bête  3:36
5 V. Le Jardin féerique  3:06
6 Pavane pour une infante défunte

(arr. Matthew Knight) 5:56
Trois Chansons (arr. Simon Cox) 6:05

7 I. Nicolette 1:42
8 II. Trois Beaux Oiseaux du paradis  2:41
9 III. Ronde  1:39

Gabriel FAURÈ (1845–1924) 
(arr. Matthew Knight)

0 Après un rêve, Op. 7, No. 1 2:46
Matthew Gee, solo trombone

! Le Papillon et la Fleur, Op. 1, No. 1 2:14
Simon Cox, solo flugelhorn

@ Le Secret, Op. 23, No. 3 2:36
Philip Cobb, solo trumpet

# Automne, Op. 18, No. 3 2:39
Matthew Knight, solo trombone

$ Fleur jetée, Op. 39, No. 2 1:37
Hugh Morgan, solo trumpet

% Les Roses d'Ispahan, Op. 39, No. 4 3:13
Matthew Gee, solo trombone

Claude DEBUSSY (1862–1918)
(arr. Simon Cox) 
Préludes, Book 1 (excerpts) 8:45

^ VI. Des Pas sur la neige 3:49
& VIII. La Fille aux cheveux de lin  2:20
* XII. Minstrels  2:32

Préludes, Book 2 (excerpts) 5:30
( VI. General Lavine – eccentric 2:46
) V. Bruyères  2:42

Préludes, Book 1 (excerpts) 5:45
¡ X. La Cathédrale engloutie 5:45
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with the refrain ‘my beloved is away at war’, it transforms a
simple innocent melody into one of utter desolation, at the
news of ‘a dear heart all crimson’. Ronde returns to a
humorous care-free folk style, energetically nagging as the
young people are warned, in a seemingly endless list, of
terrifying creatures (‘goblins, korrigans, necromancers, and
kobolds’) to be found in the dark depths of the forest.

Gabriel Fauré’s lifetime (1845–1924) covered an
extraordinary musical span: Chopin was still composing at
his birth; jazz, and the atonality of Schoenberg’s Second
Viennese School were firmly established by the time of his
death. Through this remarkable period of change he
forged his own unique path, inheriting the Romanticism of
Saint-Saëns (his teacher) and Gounod, but clearly
presaging the Impressionism of Debussy and Ravel. His
harmonic progress was derived from the study of church
modes rather than Wagner – he was almost unique among
his generation in not coming under the German’s influential
musical spell. And he maintained a steadfast commitment
to decidedly French musical traditions; most notably, the
mélodie traverses his entire compositional career. The
‘Master of Charms’, as Debussy dismissively called him,
lived through the years when the mélodie was at its height,
and he in turn dominated its history, to such an extent that
Ravel saw him as the saviour of French music from the
dominance of the pervasive German Lied.

We have chosen six mélodies spanning the first 30
years of Fauré’s 60-year song writing output, and each is
set for a different stand-out soloist from the septet. We start
with a solo trombone, and one of the best-known songs,
Après un rêve (1877). This wistful longing for a fleeting
dream is set to a sublime tune, curiously difficult to sing –
with its long lines and stretched melismas, it is almost
instrumental in nature. Fauré’s very first mélodie was Le
Papillon et la Fleur (1861), a farcical gem about a flower in
love with a coquettish butterfly; here a teasing trumpet
plays the accompanying butterfly, while the solo flower is
sung by a forlorn flugelhorn. Le Secret (1880–81) is a
spellbindingly beautiful blend of eroticism and melancholy,
set for solo B flat trumpet. By contrast, Automne (1878),
played by a solo trombone, is dark and brooding, with
regret gradually turning to despair. Fauré’s songs are for
the most part so understated that the melodramatic Fleur
jetée (1884) comes as a shock, with the relentless semi-

quaver accompaniment and impassioned melody, on E flat
trumpet, delivering a merciless message: ‘Love perishes!’
Finally, a true masterpiece, Les Roses d’Ispahan (1884), a
love song to the exotic Leïlah, is full of the fragrance and
hazy heat of the desert, and played by a solo trombone,
with a second trombone providing the scented blossoms of
the accompaniment.

Claude Debussy was already a celebrated composer
– thanks to the success of his 1902 opera Pelléas et
Mélisande, and his 1905 symphonic masterpiece La Mer –
when he wrote his 24 Préludes for solo piano. He
completely re-moulded this Chopinesque genre in his own
inimitable programmatic style, re-creating ‘scenes from my
emotional life’. He disliked the term Impressionism –
borrowed from visual art – in relation to his music. His aim
was much less representational (music is, after all, an
abstract art form), and in fact a more significant influence
was a literary movement, Symbolism (Pelléas was a setting
of Maeterlinck’s Symbolist play of the same name). Sym-
bolists believed that art should express, indirectly, absolute
truths – Ideals (in the sense of Platonic Forms) – rather
than straightforward depictions of worldly phenomena. As
Mallarmé summarised, the aim was ‘to depict not the thing,
but the effect it produces’. With his unique harmonic
language (which had shocked the teachers at the Paris
Conservatoire even when he enrolled aged 10), and
complete mastery of colour, texture and sonority, Debussy
was ideally placed to realise this in music. Divided into two
books, and written at an extremely fast pace (between
December 1909 and April 1913), the Préludes all feature
descriptive titles. However, the titles are all placed at the
end of the pieces rather than the start, so that they avoid
being narrowly prescriptive for the performer, and allow the
music to speak for itself first.

There is no indication that the Préludes are a strict set,
to be played complete and in order, and early performances
(including by Debussy himself) tended to group together
three or four. We have chosen the six which translate the
best to brass, affording us the opportunity to explore the
myriads of colours without sacrificing any pianistic detail
from the original. We start with Des pas sur la neige
(‘Footsteps in the snow’, from Book 1), a stark and desolate
winter scene, with trudging muted-trumpet iambs support-
ing a doleful melody (marked at one point ‘like a tender and
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This recording was supported by B&S as part of Buffet Crampon.

sad regret’), never escaping a quiet, icy D minor. La Fille
aux cheveux de lin (‘The girl with the flaxen hair’) refers to
a poem by Leconte de Lisle from his Chansons écossaises;
certainly there is something exotic in the pentatonic melody,
but this is contrasted by the innocence of the very diatonic
G flat major harmony – not erotic, despite the lines in the
poem, ‘I want to kiss your flaxen hair, and press the purple
of your lips.’ Minstrels is the humorous finale of Book 1, and
vividly portrays the many acts of a performing troupe –
frantically shifting between dance, song and drumrolls, and
brought to life by Debussy’s command of colour, rhythm
and harmony. Book 2’s General Lavine – depicting a well-
known American clown – is in a similarly comic vein. His
act included juggling and tight-rope walking, and there is
plenty of teetering and tumbling in Debussy’s music; but
there is also a touch of sentimentality for ‘the Man Who

Soldiered All His Life’. Bruyères (‘Heather’) returns to the
soundscape of La Fille, reflecting pastoral nostalgia, with
its simple pentatonic opening melody giving way to scalic
passages in a warm A flat major. Finally, returning to Book
1, La Cathédrale engloutie (‘The sunken cathedral’) is the
perfect impressionist image: the legendary cathedral of Ys,
sunk as a punishment for the impious citizens, rises from
the sea each day at dawn. We hear the ascending
underwater bell-tolls, a simple plainchant melody, and then
a rumbling as the building gradually emerges into the
sunlight, appearing in its full majesty with a noble theme. As
it sinks back into the lapping waters, we hear this theme
again – now distant and muted – finally giving way once
again to the faint tolls of the underwater bells.

Matthew Knight
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Septura turn to one of the most groundbreaking periods of music history: France at the
outset of the 20th century. In this fertile compositional field solo brass instruments
flourished, but the chamber music landscape was barren. And so the group re-imagine
works by the three composers who defined France’s unique musical direction: Fauré,
Debussy and Ravel. Conjuring the full kaleidoscope of colours possible from seven brass
instruments, they trace the origins of Impressionism, from Fauré’s masterful mélodies
through to the iconic piano works of Debussy and Ravel. 
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Philip Cobb and Simon Cox, Trumpets in B flat

Huw Morgan, Trumpet in E flat
Matthew Gee and Matthew Knight, Trombones
Daniel West, Bass Trombone • Peter Smith, Tuba

Maurice RAVEL (1875–1937)
1–5 Ma Mère l’Oye – Suite (arr. Matthew Knight) 14:38

6 Pavane pour une infante défunte (arr. Matthew Knight) 5:56
7–9 Trois Chansons (arr. Simon Cox) 6:05

Gabriel FAURÉ (1845–1924)
0–% Mélodies (arr. Matthew Knight) 15:46

Claude DEBUSSY (1862–1918)
^–¡ Préludes (arr. Simon Cox) 20:04
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